Alertness is a non-selective attention component that refers to a state of general readiness which improves stimulus processing and response initiation. We used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to identify neural correlates of visual and auditory alertness. A further aim was to investigate the modulatory effects of the cholinergic agonist nicotine. Nonsmoking participants were given either placebo or nicotine (NICORETTE® gum 2 mg) and performed a target detection task with warned and unwarned trials in the visual and auditory modality. Our results provide evidence for modality specific correlates of visual and auditory alertness in respective higher-level sensory cortices and in posterior parietal and frontal brain areas. The only region commonly involved in visual and auditory alertness was the right superior temporal gyrus. A connectivity analysis showed that this supramodal region exhibited modality-dependent coupling with respective higher sensory cortices. Nicotine was found to mainly decrease visual and auditory alertness-related activity in several brain regions, which was evident as a significant interaction of nicotine-induced decreases in BOLD signal in warned trials and increases in unwarned trials. The cholinergic drug also affected alerting-dependent activity in the supramodal right superior temporal gyrus, here the effect was due to a significant increase of neural activity in unwarned trials. We conclude that the role of the right superior temporal gyrus is to induce an "alert" state in response to warning cues and thereby optimise stimulus processing and responding. We speculate that nicotine increases brain mechanisms of alertness specifically in conditions where no extrinsic warning is provided.
Introduction
Attention encompasses at least two aspects: Selectivity, and a non-selective alertness component. In contrast to the well defined and often studied concept of selective attention (e.g. Corbetta and Shulman 2002; Luck 1995) , the non-selective component of attention is often vaguely defined and comprises the related concepts of arousal, alertness, vigilance and sustained attention. These concepts refer to a general readiness to process and respond to incoming information without any specific prior selection. This paper deals with the nonselective component of attention.
We refer to the concept of general readiness as alertness (Posner and Petersen 1990 ) and gauge it by comparing target detection in a condition where a warning cue gives approximate temporal but no spatial information with an unwarned condition (Fan et al. 2002) . Some authors have referred to such a process as phasic alertness (Nebes and Brady 1993; Robertson et al. 1998 ; Sturm and Willmes 2001) since readiness is increased transiently over the range of up to several hundred milliseconds in response to the warning stimulus. There is some debate on whether alertness induced transiently by warning cues is distinct from alertness increased tonically over minutes or hours such as in vigilance tasks. Posner and Boies (1971) pointed out, that short and long term alerting situations both involve the ability to increase readiness and proposed that transient increases in alertness may be considered as a "miniature vigilance situation". On the other hand, neuroimaging data provide some evidence for an anatomical dissociation (Coull et al. 2001 ; Paus et al. 1997 ; Sturm et al. 1999 ).
Regardless whether phasic and tonic alertness are similar or different processes, they are both essential for fast and efficient responding to stimuli in the environment and may impact on selective attention. Prior research suggests that both, warning cue induced alertness and alertness measured with vigilance tasks modulate spatial attention on the behavioural and Robertson et al. 1995) . Conversely, spatial deficits of neglect patients can be ameliorated by transiently increasing alertness with warning cues (Robertson et al. 1998 ).
Only few studies have explored the neural networks that underlie alertness and their results are inconsistent. Some studies found a right-sided fronto-parieto-thalamic network for tonic (Paus et al. 1997 ; Sturm et al. 1999 ) and phasic alertness (Sturm and Willmes 2001) while other research suggests left lateralised parietal and frontal regions to be involved in warning cue induced alertness (Coull et al. 2001) . One recent study that investigated warning cue induced alertness reports left-sided superior parietal and right-sided ventral prefrontal activity (Konrad et al. 2005 ) while Fan et al. (2005) revealed the most extensive alerting-related activation in the right temporo-parietal junction (superior temporal gyrus). In our own studies we have mainly found extrastriate regions to exhibit higher BOLD activity when trials with visual warning cues were compared to uncued trials and we have speculated that the results may reflect enhanced sensory processing due to top down influences from higher order frontal and parietal areas Thiel et al. 2005) . Regarding selective attention, frontal and parietal brain regions are supposed to constitute a supramodal attention system (Eimer and Driver 2001; Macaluso et al. 2002) . With respect to alertness, however, supramodal and modality specific neural systems have not been investigated systematically.
On the neurochemical level the thalamus and brain stem noradrenergic neurotransmitter system have been linked to arousal and alertness (see Berridge In an fMRI study with drug challenge, Coull et al. (2001) found first evidence that the neural signature of such pharmacologic modulation might lie within the left temporo-parietal junction (though the effects observed were small). Related to this is a finding showing that increases in phasic arousal counteract the deleterious effects of noradrenergic manipulations on attention, possibly by increasing left thalamic and inferior parietal neural activity (Coull et al. 2004 ).
There exists however, also ample evidence for a cholinergic role in arousal and alertness. This Wesnes and Warburton 1983). In contrast, behavioural studies using warning cues to assess alertness have often reported that the cholinergic system is involved in orienting rather than alertness (Davidson et al. 1999; Stewart et al. 2001; ). In one of our own studies using a cued target detection task, we found, however, profound nicotine-induced neural changes in alerting-related activity in the right posterior parietal and right frontal cortex , indicating that cholinergic drugs act on neural systems involved in alertness. The nicotine induced changes were due to a significant decrease of neural activity in unwarned trials and a numeric increase in activity in trials with warning cues.
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The present study was designed to investigate whether the parietal and frontal modulation of alerting-related activity reflected an action of nicotine on supramodal alertness areas. This would imply a cholinergic modulation of alertness that is independent of stimulus modality.
Since there is no prior study investigating systematically supramodal correlates of alertness, we first identified modality-specific and supramodal neural processes of alerting by using visual and auditory alertness conditions and then investigated whether similar effects of nicotine are seen in both conditions. A second aim was to answer the question whether a putative supramodal alertness region would show modality specific changes in connectivity with respective sensory areas. For this reason the current study employed a block design for enabling an efficient analysis of connectivity.
Material and Methods
Subjects. 16 right handed non-smokers (11 male, 5 female; age range: 21-39 years, mean: 27.6 years) with no history of acute or chronic medical disease gave written informed consent to participate in the study. No subject was on medication (except for contraceptives). All subjects had normal or corrected to normal vision. A clinical evaluation was first carried out to ensure that subjects had no conditions contraindicative for nicotine administration. Ethics approval was obtained from the local ethics committee. Non-smokers were used to avoid confounding effects of nicotine abstinence on cognitive effects, i.e. the possibility of reversing a deprivation induced attentional deficit, rather than increasing attentional processes per se.
No subject had used nicotine during the last 2 years and most subjects had never smoked regularly at all. Subjects were asked to abstain from alcohol 12 hours before each session and from caffeine 3 hours prior to testing. Two volunteers were excluded from further analysis due to excessive head movement (more than 4 mm over the whole session or 1 mm between successive scans) leaving 14 subjects whose data were analyzed.
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Neural correlates of alertness 7 Drug Administration. We used a within subjects design. Scanning involved two sessions, separated by at least one week. The order of drug administration was counterbalanced over subjects. Nicotine was delivered in form of a polacrilex gum (NICORETTE ® mint taste 2 mg, Pharmacia). A chewing gum with mint taste served as placebo. To disguise the taste, a drop of Tabasco sauce was added to the gums. Subjects were asked to chew the gum for 30 minutes at a rate of one chew per 3 seconds. A dose of 2 mg was chosen since higher doses (4 mg) lead to adverse effects in non-smokers (Nyberg et al. 1982 ) and a lower dose did not lead to significantly different behavioural effects in our prior study ). Scanning started immediately after chewing had finished. In non-smokers, nicotine plasma levels are on average 1.3 ng/ml at this time point (Heishman and Henningfield 2000) and roughly coincide with peak changes in heart rate (Nyberg et al. 1982) . The half life of nicotine is about 2 hours (Benowitz et al. 1988 ). Pulse-oximetry was performed throughout the experiment.
Stimuli and Experimental paradigm. We used a target detection task with visual and auditory targets and visual, auditory or no warning cues to capture neural correlates of phasic alertness (see Fig. 1A ). The advantage to study phasic alertness, induced by warning cues in neuroimaging studies rather than investigating increases or decreases of tonic alertness over the course of the experiment is that unwarned trials can be used as an adequate control condition. Visual stimuli were projected onto a screen in front of the participant in the MRI scanner. Auditory stimuli were presented via electrostatic headphones which passively shielded the subjects from scanner noise. Viewing distance was approx. 29 cm. Within each drug condition, a 3x2 factorial design was used with 3 different warning cues (no cue, visual cue, auditory cue) and 2 different target stimuli (visual target, auditory target) leading to 6 different activation conditions which alternated with a baseline condition. Note that a blocked design, where stimuli of the same type are grouped together rather than presented randomly, was used for enabling an efficient analysis of connectivity. Phasic alertness was captured by
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Neural correlates of alertness 8 comparing BOLD activity in blocks of trials with warning cues vs. uncued trials (Coull et al. 2001 ). Both blocks are likely to contain components of sustained attention. In cued blocks, however, there is an additional increase in phasic alertness due to the warning induced by the cue; the comparison of cued and uncued blocks captures this increase in alertness. Since both, the warned and unwarned trials contain targets to which the subject has to react, orienting and target detection should be subtracted out.
The baseline condition lasted 14 sec and was a display consisting of a central diamond (1. Modality-specific alerting-related activity was isolated by comparing blocks with warning cue trials with blocks with uncued trials in the visual and auditory modality respectively using tcontrasts. Alerting-related activity is therefore defined as differential neural activity to warned vs. unwarned conditions. Differences between modalities were compared with two further tcontrasts; i.e. [(cued visual-uncued visual) -(cued auditory-uncued auditory)] and vice versa. auditory alertness) ii) the "physiological variable" representing the neural response in a given brain region (here the right superior temporal gyrus) and iii) the interaction term of i) and ii).
The psychological variable used was a vector coding for the modality of alerting (1 for visual warning, -1 for auditory warning) convolved with the haemodynamic response function. To obtain data for the physiological variable we extracted the individual time series (6 mm radius) centered on the coordinates of subject specific activations in the right superior temporal gyrus. 3 subjects did not show any activation within the right superior temporal gyrus and did not enter into the analysis. Of the remaining 11 subjects the physiological factor was then multiplied with the psychological factor, i.e. the vector coding for the modality of alerting. This constitutes the interaction term. PPI analyses were then carried out for each subject involving the creation of a design matrix with the interaction term, the psychological factor and the physiological factor as regressors. Subject-specific contrast images using the contrast [1 0 0 ] where the first column represents the interaction term were then entered into a random effects group analysis.
The modulatory effects of nicotine were investigated with drug by alerting interactions using two f-contrasts for undirected hypothesis testing. These f-contrasts are equivalent to a two- warning/auditory target) iii) an auditory target (auditory warning/auditory target S visual warning/auditory target) and iv) an auditory warning cue (auditory warning/auditory target S auditory warning/visual target). If the increased activity in sensory areas depends on the modality of the warning cue and not on the modality of the target, then increases in sensory areas should be evident in alertness tasks with identical warning cue conditions (i.e. ii and iv).
If, on the other hand the increases in sensory areas are driven by the modality of the target, the conjunction analyses i) and iii) should yield significant activations in the respective sensory areas.
Statistical analyses of behavioural data. Median reaction times (RTs) were calculated for each trial type and drug condition in each subject. The means of median RTs were analyzed with a repeated measures ANOVA with the factors drug (placebo/nicotine), alertness (warning cue/no cue) and modality (visual/auditory).
Subjective and physiological measures. In every session, subjective drug effects were assessed with visual analogue scales (Bond and Lader 1974) . Rating scores were grouped into the three factors "alertness", "contentedness" and "calmness" according to Bond and Lader (1974) . Note that these are subjective ratings and are different from the RTs obtained in the experimental paradigm above. Subjective ratings were analyzed for drug effects with paired ttests. The pulse was checked before the start of the scanning session and analyzed for drug effects with a paired t-test. Pulse data of two volunteers were lost. Neural correlates of alertness 13
Results

Subjective and physiological data
Nicotine significantly increased the pulse rate (placebo: 68.3 ± 2.9 mean and SEM, nicotine 73.0 ± 3.3; T(1,11)=2.3 p=.039). There were no significant effects of nicotine on subjective ratings of alertness, contentedness or calmness before or after scanning (all p>.14).
Behavioural data
Reaction time data is presented in Fig. 2 . Behavioural benefits of alerting were seen in both the visual and auditory modality: The warning cue speeded RTs in both modalities (F(1,13)=65.56 p<.001). RTs to visual targets were significantly faster than RTs to auditory targets (F(1,13)=13.02 p=.003). There was an alertness by modality interaction which is reflected in an increased reaction time in the unwarned condition in the auditory modality Neural correlates of auditory alerting were isolated by comparing BOLD activity for conditions with auditory warning cues vs. uncued auditory conditions under placebo (Fig. 3, cold colours). This contrast revealed significant neural activation along the extent of the superior temporal gyri bilaterally (x=54 y=-6 z=-9; Z=4.74 and x=-48 y=-36 z=15; Z=4.67).
Additionally we found increased activity in several frontal brain regions including the left inferior frontal gyrus (x=-36 y=6 z=36; Z=4.68), the middle frontal gyri bilaterally (x=39 y=27 z=51; Z=4.11 and x=-24 y=3 z=57; Z=3.82) and the right precentral gyrus (x=66 y=3 z=24; Z=3.80). Further activations were found in the left precuneus (x=-9 y=-66 z=51;
Z=4.20), the left mid-cingulate cortex (x=-9 y=-9 z=45; Z=4.52), the left inferior colliculus (x=-6 y=-36 z=-9; Z=3.44) and the cerebellum (x=42 y=-60 z=-36; Z=3.39). Note the different pattern of alerting-related activity in the visual and auditory modalities.
When testing statistically for differences between visual and auditory alertness, higher activations to visual as compared to auditory alertness were found in the inferior occipital gyri bilaterally. Note, that differences in posterior parietal cortex were only significant at p=.005.
The reverse contrast (auditory alertness minus visual alertness) revealed differential activity in bilateral superior temporal gyri, the right middle frontal gyrus and the left inferior and superior frontal gyri.
To identify areas which were commonly involved in alertness in the visual and auditory modality, a conjunction analysis including the visual and auditory alertness condition was performed which yielded activation in the right lateral posterior superior temporal gyrus (x=66 y=-33 z=15; Z=3.99) only. This brain region showed higher activity when a warning cue was presented, independent of its modality (Fig. 4) . To further investigate this common activation in terms of functional interactions we tested whether any regions in the brain showed modality specific changes in coupling with this right superior temporal region and hypothesised that this supramodal region should increase its influence on higher-level visual areas during visual alertness and on higher-level auditory areas during auditory alertness, respectively. The results of the psychophysiological interaction analysis are shown in Fig. 5 . Z=4.83). In other words, the right lateral posterior superior temporal gyrus exhibited a modality specific coupling with higher sensory areas under alertness.
The conjunction analyses which included the unimodal and crossmodal conditions were performed to investigate whether neural activity in higher sensory areas reflected cue or target induced processes. These analyses revealed extensive bilateral extrastriate activity (x=36 y=-87 z=-6; Z=4.49; x=-39 y=-87 z=-6; Z=4.13) when both conditions entering the conjunction had a visual cue but not when they both had a visual target. Large areas of the bilateral auditory cortex (x=-48 y=-33 z=15; Z=4.29; x=57 y=-24 z=6; Z=4.05) were active on the other hand, when both conditions entering the conjunction had an auditory cue but not when both conditions had an auditory target. In other words, increased activity in sensory areas in cued target detection tasks depends on the modality of the warning cue and not on the modality of the target.
Nicotinic modulation
The drug by alerting interaction for each modality is shown in Fig. 6 . The f-contrast used identifies brain regions in which neural activity in trials with an alertness inducing warning cue and those without a cue is differentially affected by placebo and nicotine. Note, that only those regions are displayed that show a significant alerting effect under placebo. In the visual modality, the effects of nicotine were evident in the right lateral posterior superior temporal gyrus (x=69 y=-27 z=15; Z=3.53) and due to a significant interaction of nicotine-induced decreases in BOLD signal in the condition with the warning cue and nicotine-induced increases in the uncued condition (thus reducing differential activity for the warned vs.
unwarned condition, i.e. alertness-related activity; see Fig. 6B ). In the auditory condition, effects of nicotine were found in several frontal areas (e.g. right middle frontal gyrus x=36 y=27 z=51; Z=4.01; bilateral inferior frontal gyri x=-30 y=51 z=3; Z=3.69 and x=60 y=3 z=9;
Z=3.49; mid-cingulate cortex x=-9 y=-6 z=45; Z=3.46) and in a parieto-occipital region (x=18 y=-69 z=15; Z=4.16). As above, the effect of the cholinergic agonist nicotine was due to a significant interaction of decreased BOLD signal in the condition with the warning cue and an increased neural signal in the uncued condition. No significant differences between placebo and nicotine were found in higher-level visual or auditory cortices.
Our previous study on visual alertness yielded alerting-related activity in the right angular gyrus/intraparietal sulcus and middle and superior frontal gyri under nicotine that was reversed under placebo ). Since we did not find a nicotinic modulation of right parietal and frontal activity in the visual alertness condition with the present design (and statistical threshold) we performed an explorative region of interest analysis using the right Fig. 7 ) under nicotine that was reversed under placebo. That is, with this hypothesis driven region of interest analysis we were able to replicate the modulation of alerting-related right parietal cortex activity found previously in an event-related design under nicotine. An inspection of the BOLD signal in this brain region in the auditory condition suggests that the nicotinic modulation of alerting-related activity found previously was specific to the visual condition (see right panel Fig. 7 ; drug x cuing x modality interaction (F(1,13)=5.86, p=.03). Right frontal neural activity was not affected by nicotine in the present study.
The results of the above analyses suggest that the areas modulated by nicotine depend on the modality, which might be however due to the fact that the networks involved in visual and auditory alertness also depend on the modality used and did only overlap in one brain region,
i.e. the right superior temporal gyrus. To investigate whether there is a common effect of nicotine in this supramodal region, we performed a post hoc analysis on the signal in this right posterior superior temporal region (i.e. on the effect maximum plotted in Fig. 4) . A 2x2x2
ANOVA with the factors drug, modality and cuing was performed and yielded a drug x cuing interaction (F(1,13)=13.16, p=.003) driven mainly by significantly increased activity in the uncued condition under nicotine for both modalities (post-hoc Tukey HSD Test p=.01). This means that there was a modality independent action of nicotine in this supramodal alertness region which involved an increase in BOLD signal in the condition where no warning cues were provided.
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Discussion
We provide evidence for modality specific correlates of visual and auditory alertness in respective higher-level sensory cortices as well as posterior parietal and frontal brain regions.
We further identified a supramodal brain region in the posterior aspect of the right superior temporal gyrus involved commonly in visually and auditorily induced alertness. This supramodal region showed modality specific coupling with the respective higher sensory cortices. The cholinergic agonist nicotine was found to modulate alerting-dependent activity in this supramodal alertness region but also affected other brain areas in a modality specific way.
Modality specific correlates of alertness
Neural correlates of visual alertness were found in bilateral extrastriate areas as in previous studies Thiel et al. 2005) . In analogy, an alerting-related increase of neural activity in higher-level auditory cortices was found when using an auditory alertness task. suggest that increased activity in sensory areas in cued target detection tasks depends on the modality of the warning cue and not on the modality of the target. The novel finding in our data, discussed below, is that these higher-level sensory cortices also change their coupling with a supramodal alertness area (i.e. the superior temporal gyrus).
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Alerting-related activations were further found in bilateral inferior parietal and frontal brain areas in the visual modality and in bilateral frontal brain regions in the auditory modality. This is in contrast to our prior event-related studies, where we did not observe parietal or frontal neural activity with warning cue induced alertness. The data thus suggest that parietal and frontal activations may preferentially be observed when using block designs to assess alertness. One explanation for such design-related differences is that blocked and event- Further, the current data suggest that alerting in the auditory modality relies more on frontal cortical areas than alerting in the visual modality and one might speculate that the common behavioural outcome of warning cues (i.e. the benefits in reaction time) could be due to differing cognitive operations/strategies reflected consequently in different activation patterns.
Since there is currently no other neural data on modality specific responses regarding the non- In contrast, within the auditory condition, a modality-specific connectivity was evident with the right superior temporal sulcus, a higher auditory region which has been shown to be active in fMRI studies when volunteers process pitch sequences (Patterson et al. 2002) .
What is the role of the right superior temporal gyrus in alertness? Keeping with the view that the temporo-parietal junction is part of a bottom-up attentional network (Corbetta et al., 2000) , one might speculate that the behavioural relevance of warning cues (and possibly the automatic alerting to such cues) activates the right superior temporal gyrus. This is reflected in a change of coupling of this area with the respective higher-level sensory cortices.
Warning-cue induced activation of the superior temporal gyrus would reflect an "alert" state, capable of breaking ongoing activity and optimising responses to following targets. Hence, it has been argued that neuroimaging data might be more informative than behavioural data since changes in cognitive strategies or effort are not necessarily reflected in behavioural measures such as reaction times but would be evident as changes in brain activity (Fink et al. 2002; Wilkinson and Halligan 2004) . fMRI is thus a valuable tool to assess subtle drug effects that do not manifest in reaction times and was used here to investigate the cholinergic modulation of alertness. 
1998
). The present data show several brain regions to be modulated by nicotine under visual and auditory alertness. As in our previous study, nicotine induced alerting-related neural activity in the right angular gyrus, which was not present under placebo (although the effects were smaller than before; Thiel et al. 2005 ). Here we show that this effect is specific to the visual condition. In contrast to our previous study, we further found a nicotinic reduction of alerting-related activity in the right lateral posterior superior temporal gyrus in the visual condition. These areas of drug modulation differed from the ones found in the auditory condition, which were located primarily in occipito-parietal and frontal regions and also evident as a reduction of alerting-related activity induced by an interaction of reduced neural activity in the warned condition and increased activations in the unwarned condition. Taken together, the results suggest, that the location of cholinergic modulation of alertness is mostly modality-specific and involves increases of activity in unwarned and decreases of activity in warned trials. In this respect, it is of interest to note that nicotine did not significantly influence alerting-related activity in sensory cortices, even though nicotine has been shown to enhance physiological measures of sensory responsiveness in man and animal (Metherate 2004 ) and the highest concentration of cholinergic nicotinic receptors within the cortex is found in sensory cortices .
In contrast to our prior event-related study, were both, decreases and increases of alertingrelated activity were found under nicotine, the present study used a block design and yielded mainly decreased alerting-related activity. As discussed above, alerting-related activity differed already under placebo in both studies with only the block design showing alertingrelated neural activity in frontal and parietal cortices. We suggested that this may be due to the different sensitivity of blocked and event-related approaches to capture transient and sustained activations. Similarly, the effects of nicotine observed here and in our prior study might reflect a modulation of transient vs. sustained alertness-related signals.
Even though the effects of nicotine were mostly modality-specific, a post hoc analysis of neural activity in the posterior aspect of the right lateral superior temporal gyrus, which was identified as a supramodal alertness region, showed that in this brain region nicotine influenced neural activity in a similar fashion for visual and auditory stimuli by significantly increasing neural activity in the uncued visual and auditory condition. Given the finding that the right lateral superior temporal gyrus is activated in response to warning cues and that its activation might reflect an "alert" state which optimises responding to following targets, one could speculate that the nicotine-induced increase of neural activity in this brain region to uncued targets indicates that nicotine induces an "alert" state specifically in conditions where no extrinsic warning is provided. That is, nicotine increases neural correlates of alertness specifically in situations with lower levels of alertness. In all areas shown, the nicotinic modulation is seen as an interaction of reduced neural activity in the warned condition and increased activations in the unwarned condition. *** p<.001, ** p<.01, * p<.05 post hoc Tukeys tests comparing activations in conditions with warning cues and without warning cues between placebo and nicotine. 
